The Student Panel

What?
We create and distribute short anonymous feedback surveys, gather and present results to the professors, discuss feedback with professors and publish meeting summary for students

Why?
Improve communication between students and the teaching staff in large STEM courses and create a more positive learning environment

Who?
Teams of seven dedicated student leaders chosen by application from the participating STEM courses

Where?
If you are interested in getting involved or trying to start a panel in one of your classes, email us!

When?
You can apply to participate at the beginning of each semester

Contact Us
thestudentpanel@gmail.com
"As instructors, we give consistent feedback to students on how they are doing with the goal of helping them to improve. Students usually have a single end of the term opportunity to do the same for us. The Student Panel is a mechanism for receiving formative feedback during the semester when it can be implemented in time to help those who gave it rather than benefiting only future students."

Dr. Gottfried